
TOP TRAIL PICKS

Longest

At 5.5 miles, this is Heavenly’s longest trail;
it offers a consistently medium-steep pitch
and runs nearly 2,000 vertical feet to the
base of the Stagecoach Express 

Olympic
Downhill

Olympic Express, head directly
under the lift and just keep going 

Starting Out Contained learning area, adjacent to the
tubing area for a loaded day of fun 

Accessible from the Tamarack Lodge
and Big Easy Lift

Big Easy/Easy
Street

Lake Views
Zig zag through groomed sections and trees
to return to the California Base, enjoying
views of the lake the whole way

Gunbarrel Express; stay rightRound-A-Bout

Open Bowl
Wide open bowl on the Nevada side;
offering plenty of challenge and powder
stashes to find

Take Dipper Express to access the
gate to the skier’s right off of
Skyline Trail; worth a short hike
for fresh stashes 

Milky Way Bowl

Burner
(Intermediate)

Open up and hit your top speeds on this
long run that returns to the chair; easy to
take laps

Stagecoach Stagecoach Express; exit left

Just Learning
Start with Patsy’s and progress to Maggie’s
which is a little longer; both are generally in
the sun and not far from food and drink 

Scenic gondola ride; Take the
Powderbowl Express and exit left for
Maggie’s

Patsy’s,
Maggie’s

Glades Wider gladed area with penty of room to
explore

Dipper Express; stay all the way leftDipper Woods

Scenic
Cruiser

This mellow trail tracks the top ridge of the
mountain offering great lake views and
photo ops the whole way

Sky Express; Exit left and follow the
signs

Skyline Trail

Bumps
(Showing off)

Bumps the size hippos from top to bottom
for almost 2,000 vertical feet

Directly underneath the Gunbarrel
Express

Gunbarrel

Chutes

The place to be on a powder day; get here
early as there will likely be a line waiting
for patrol to open the gate; once they do it’s
fresh laps with access to the Mott Chair

Dipper Express; stay left and follow
Milky Way into Mott Canyon 

Mott Canyon

Running under the gondola, you really need
to know your way for this one; it offers the
longest, deepest pow run on the mountain
and tends to last for weeks after a storm

Gondola to Tamarack Express; use
the access gate off of the top of
Olympic Express or the Big Easy
Chair

Firebreak
Fresh 
Powder
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